Prevalence and antibiotic susceptibility of group A beta-haemolytic streptococcal isolates in children presenting with acute pharyngitis in Lusaka, Zambia
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Background. Group A beta-haemolytic streptococci (GABHS)-associated pharyngitis can complicate into rheumatic fever and rheumatic heart disease (RHD).

Objectives. To determine the prevalence and antibiotic susceptibility of GABHS isolates in children presenting with acute pharyngitis and assess the utility of Zambian Treatment Guideline (ZTG) criteria as a local clinical scoring system.

Methods. This descriptive cross-sectional study was conducted at the paediatric outpatient department of the University Teaching Hospital in Lusaka, Zambia. The study cohort, comprising children aged 3 - 15 years (n=146), were recruited as presenting with symptoms of pharyngitis. The children underwent a clinical assessment that included a detailed case history, presenting symptoms and a throat swab that was subsequently cultured. Microbial isolates were typed and the antibiotic sensitivity of cultured GABHS to penicillin and erythromycin determined.

Results. GABHS were cultured from 22 (15.1%) children within this study. All the GABHS isolates (n=22) were susceptible to penicillin G; however, 19% of isolates displayed reduced susceptibility to erythromycin. None of the ZTG criteria, when used individually, was sufficiently sensitive to detect GABHS pharyngitis among this cohort.

Conclusion. The prevalence of GABHS pharyngitis is similar that been described elsewhere. While GABHS remains highly susceptible to penicillin, which is used in the local RHD control programmes, concern remains for children treated with erythromycin owing to the resistance noted in some of the isolates. The ZTG clinical criteria displayed poor sensitivity in identifying GABHS pharyngitis. This has significant implications for effective diagnosis and treatment of pharyngitis and associated complications within this high RHD endemic area.


Group A beta-haemolytic streptococci (GABHS), or Streptococcus pyogenes, is the most important causative agent of bacterial pharyngitis because of the associated post infectious immune-mediated complications of rheumatic fever and rheumatic heart disease (RHD).[3] Children, aged 5 to 15 years, are most affected by GABHS pharyngitis, with the condition being rare in children younger than 3 years of age.[3] This age group is also at most risk of developing rheumatic fever.[3] There is an estimated prevalence of 15.3 million cases of RHD in the world with the highest prevalence reported in sub-Saharan Africa at 5.7 cases per thousand.[4] RHD accounts for a large proportion (77%) of morbidity due to cardiac diseases in children at the University Teaching Hospital (UTH). Adequate antibiotic treatment of the pharyngitis is known to prevent these complications.[3]

To the best of our knowledge, prior to this study there were no data on the prevalence of GABHS pharyngitis at UTH as throat cultures are not routinely performed. The Zambian Treatment Guidelines advocate the empirical treatment of GABHS pharyngitis based on the presence of four presenting clinical features, namely painful enlarged tonsils, tender enlarged cervical lymphadenopathy, absence of viral signs and presence of pharyngeal exudates, without providing a weighting for any of these factors. However, no clinical scoring system has ever been validated for use in the diagnosis of GABHS pharyngitis in Zambian children.

Objectives
To determine the prevalence of GABHS isolates in children presenting to UTH with pharyngitis, the antibiotic sensitivity of cultured pharyngeal GABHS isolates and the sensitivity of the Zambian Treatment Guideline for the empirical diagnosis of GABHS pharyngitis in children.

Methods
The study was conducted at the Paediatric Department, UTH, Lusaka, Zambia. Ethics approval was obtained prior to the start of the study from the institutional review committee of the School of Medicine, University of Zambia (ref. no. 004-02-11)/ IRB00001131). A study sample size of 140 was calculated, using Epi Info version 3.3.2 (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, USA) at a confidence interval of 90%, with a p-value of 0.05 and an estimated prevalence of 15% at a power of 80% and allowing a 5% loss to follow-up.[5]

The study included all children, aged 3 - 15 years, presenting to the outpatient department (OPD) with upper respiratory symptoms between April 2011 and September 2011. During this period a
total of 12 480 were seen in the OPD. A child was considered to have pharyngitis if they complained of upper respiratory symptoms and was found to have unequivocal erythema of the pharynx. Study exclusion criteria included children who had received antibiotics in the preceding 7 days and those known to have a history of rheumatic fever. Written informed consent to participate in the study was obtained from the children’s parents, legal guardian or, in children older than 8 years, additional assent was sought where appropriate, from the children themselves. All those meeting the eligibility criteria were approached to join the study (n=170); however, only 146 children were recruited to the study.

The clinical investigator obtained a standard medical history, including demographic data and presenting signs and symptoms, before performing a standard medical examination. The examination included a throat swab by standard clinical methods. The throat swab was placed in Amie’s transport media tubes and transferred to the laboratory for microbiological analysis within 24 hours. The case history and examination results of each child were recorded on a standardised clinical case report form. Each child was assigned a unique study number which was inscribed on each of the data sheets as well as the laboratory request form.

The throat swabs were inoculated onto sheep’s blood as well as chocolate agar and incubated at 37°C in 5% CO₂. The plates were examined for microbial growth after 24 and 48 hrs. Cultured microbial colonies were characterised based on colony morphology and the presence or absence of haemolytic zones of clearing on blood agar. All microbial isolates were assigned a unique laboratory serial number and preserved as cryostocks for future further analysis and typing. Beta-haemolytic isolates that were also identified as chains of Gram-positive cocci and catalase negative were purified and subjected to the presumptive test for GABHS. Briefly, a 0.4 unit bacitracin disc was placed on the blood agar plate inoculated with the purified isolate and incubated at 37°C in 5% CO₂ as described above. Group A streptococci are reported as those that were sensitive to bacitracin, while non-group A beta-haemolytic streptococci are resistant to bacitracin.[36] The Streptex Rapid Latex Agglutination Test (Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA) was used for the serological identification of Lancefield groups A, B, C, D, F and G streptococci from the confirmed beta-haemolytic streptococci (BHS), including the bacitracin-resistant strains.

In the Zambian Treatment Guideline, the recommended drug for treatment of GABHS-associated pharyngitis is penicillin while for patients with penicillin allergy, erythromycin is advised. Antimicrobial susceptibility to penicillin and erythromycin, respectively, was performed on all the confirmed streptococcal isolates using the Kirby-Bauer disc diffusion method.[37]

The study-dependant variables were throat culture result and GABHS antibiotic susceptibility pattern. Independent variables included age, number of people in the household, number of shared rooms, presence of fever (defined as >38.0°C), presence of exudate (yellow/white matter seen on the pharynx or tonsils), presence of a tender node, including tenderness of an anterior cervical lymph node (LN) on palpation, presence of large node (an anterior cervical lymph node 1.5 cm in diameter), pain on swallowing (obtained from the patient history) and presence of enlarged tonsils.

A secondary data base was created on EpiData version 2.0 (EpiData Association, Denmark) and analysed using Epi Info version 3.3.2 and OpenEpi version 2.3 (openepi.com).[35] Simple proportions were used to calculate the prevalence of GABHS pharyngitis in the study population as well as the antibiotic susceptibility of GABHS isolates. OpenEpi was used to calculate the antibiotic sensitivity and specificity as well as positive and negative predictive values of the various clinical predictive rules.

**Result**

The clinical characteristics of the study cohort included a mean (SD) age of 7.4 (3.38) years and 80 (56%) of the participants were girls. Most of the participants came from households with between five and 10 people, and the majority lived in homes that had three to five rooms (Table 1). The majority of the children were reported as having experienced fever at some point during their illness; however, only 18 (12.6%) were actually found to have a temperature greater than 38°C on examination. Other symptoms experienced by the children included headache, abdominal pain and sore throat. Signs noted included rhinitis, conjunctivitis, scarlatiniform rash, exudates and tender cervical lymphadenopathy (Table 1). Two of the children who presented with a scarlatiniform rash and pharyngitis were subsequently diagnosed with rubella on analysis of serum immunoglobulin M titre.

In total, 76 microorganisms were cultured from the children enrolled in this study (Table 2), including 10 patient samples that cultured more than one microorganism. The majority of the isolates (n=38; 54%) were BHS. However, GABHS was cultured from only 22 of the participants’ throat swabs, thus accounting for a GABHS pharyngitis prevalence of 15.1%. Of note is the fact that no group B streptococcus was isolated in our cohort of patients. Other putative pathogenic bacteria isolated included *Staphylococcus aureus, Streptococcus pneumoniae, Neisseria* spp. and *Haemophilus* spp.

Antimicrobial susceptibility testing showed that all the BHS isolates (n=38) were susceptible to penicillin (Fig. 1). Of the 22 Lancefield group A isolates, 17 (81%) were susceptible, three (14%) were intermediate susceptible and one (5%) was resistant to erythromycin. Among the Lancefield group C isolates (n=12), nine (75%) were susceptible, two (17%) were intermediate susceptible and one (8%) was resistant to erythromycin. All Lancefield group G (n=4) and D (n=2) isolates were susceptible to erythromycin.

The present study found that the sensitivity and specificity of the various individual parameters, namely pharyngeal exudates (sensitivity 4.5%; specificity 84%), painful enlarged tonsils (sensitivity 40%; specificity 59.7%), fever (sensitivity 18%; specificity 88.8%), and tender cervical LN (sensitivity 18%; specificity 67.7%) and absence of viral signs (sensitivity 36%; specificity 58.8%) varied substantially (Fig. 2). Furthermore, none of the children with GABHS pharyngitis had a combination of all five parameters occurring concurrently, making it impossible to assess the sensitivity of a combination of all five parameters occurring together.

**Discussion**

The prevalence of GABHS pharyngitis within this study was within the range reported in similar studies on the Indian subcontinent and in Alexandria (Egypt), Cape Town (South Africa) and Ethiopia.[6-12] Low- to middle-income countries generally report GABHS pharyngitis prevalence rates of 14.9 - 26.1%,[13] low-income countries have prevalence rates of 14.9 - 20.7%, high-income countries have prevalence rates of 22.6 - 26.1%. As poor socioeconomic conditions are associated with a higher prevalence of GABHS pharyngitis and rheumatic fever/heart disease, this was attributed to skin-associated streptococcal infections playing a greater role in the aetiology of rheumatic fever in low-income communities than previously thought.[14,15]

In studies from Croatia, Cairo (Egypt) and Benin, however, the prevalence of GABHS pharyngitis was significantly higher with
isolation rates of 42, 42.2 and 48.7%, respectively. In contrast, a study from Mozambique reported a prevalence of 6.1%. It is known that geography, age, socio-economic conditions and season may influence the prevalence of GABHS pharyngitis infections, which may explain these disparities.

BHS accounted for 50% of the cultured bacterial isolates in this study. While this is similar to that reported from Benin, other studies have reported lower proportions of BHS among cultured isolates. This illustrates the large proportion of bacterial pharyngitis in our cohort of children. In this study, similar to what has previously been reported, GABHS comprised the majority (64%) of BHS isolates, while the most prevalent non-GABHS streptococcal isolates were groups C and G. This is in contrast to the much lower proportion (6.5%) of non-group A streptococcal isolates reported in studies from the USA. The Greek study reported that all the GABHS isolates that were resistant to GAS comprised the majority (64%) of BHS isolates, while the most prevalent non-GABHS streptococcal isolates were groups C and G. This is in contrast to the much lower proportion (6.5%) of non-group A streptococcal isolates reported in studies from the USA. The Greek study reported that all the GABHS isolates that were resistant to GAS.

The only Haemophilus spp. isolated in this study were H. parainfluenzae and H. aphrophilus and these probably reflect throat carriage. The glaring absence of H. influenzae among the isolates may be explained by the fact that many of these children had received the conjugate H. influenzae type B (Hib) vaccine which reduces H. influenzae type b pharyngeal carriage rates. All the GAS isolates were susceptible to penicillin; however, up to 19% of the GAS isolates had either intermediate susceptibility or complete resistance to erythromycin. This phenomenon has also been reported for GAS isolates in Europe and the Far East, although the reported prevalence of erythromycin resistance was much higher.

The Greek study reported that all the GABHS isolates that were resistant to erythromycin were also resistant to the antibiotics azithromycin and clarithromycin, and harboured macrolide resistance genes.
The present study did not test the sensitivity of the cultured isolates to other macrolides nor was the mechanism of erythromycin resistance characterised. The implications of the observed resistance of GAS isolates to erythromycin are that children with GABHS pharyngitis and who are subsequently treated with erythromycin may still be at risk of developing rheumatic fever and consequently rheumatic heart disease. It would be prudent for the national RHD surveillance programme to keep track of the evolution of macrolide resistance. All the Lancefield group D and G isolates were susceptible to both penicillin and erythromycin, while only 75% of the group C isolates were susceptible to erythromycin. The country treatment guideline for the management of acute pharyngitis has a list of symptoms and signs that are considered suggestive of GABHS pharyngitis in a patient. However, the guideline does not suggest how many parameters should be present to make the diagnosis. When used individually, none of the five individual parameters, namely pharyngeal exudates, fever, tender cervical LN, absence of viral signs and painful enlarged tonsils, in the Zambian Treatment Guidelines criteria had sufficient sensitivity to predict a positive culture of GABHS. Thus no single criterion was sensitive enough to predict GABHS positivity on throat culture. None of the children with GABHS pharyngitis presented with a cluster of all the four parameters, therefore making it impossible to assess the sensitivity of a combination of the four parameters occurring concurrently. This could be due to our fairly small sample size as Steinhoff et al.\textsuperscript{27} had also reported a similarly low number of children displaying a combination of these signs and symptoms. This brings into question the prudence of relying solely on clinical features, whether individually or as part of a predictive rule, to make a diagnosis of streptococcal pharyngitis, especially in regions with high RHD prevalence. In a systematic review of clinical predictive rules, Shaikh et al.\textsuperscript{28} concluded that symptoms and signs, either individually or combined into prediction rules, cannot be used to definitively diagnose or rule out streptococcal pharyngitis.

**Study limitations and strengths**

This study has several limitations. As a hospital study and based on passive recruitment, there may have been selection bias in terms of the type of patients who presented to the hospital. Therefore, the data may have limited applicability to the general population. Secondly, this was a cross-sectional study so it is difficult to know for certain whether the GABHS isolates represent true GABHS pharyngitis as opposed to simple bacterial carriage in those who had coincidental viral pharyngitis. Furthermore, emm typing of the clinical isolates was not performed and it is hoped that future studies will include molecular characterisation as this will add insights into the predominant pharyngitis strains circulating within our population. This may help to identify prevalent GABHS strains that need to be the targeted for future vaccine development. Finally, our relatively small sample size may have affected our ability to accurately test the validity of the Zambian Treatment Guidelines.

The benefits of this study include a baseline clinical dataset to inform the appropriate antibiotic to use in the empirical treatment of suspected bacterial pharyngitis in this region. This study also provided evidence that the local clinical predictive tool has low sensitivity to diagnose children with GABHS pharyngitis and provides a basis upon which future studies can attempt to formulate locally validated clinical presumptive treatment guidelines.

**Conclusions**

The prevalence of GABHS in children presenting with pharyngitis to UTH, Zambia was 15.1%. All cultured GABHS isolates, were sensitive to penicillin, although a proportion of isolates showed reduced susceptibility to erythromycin. This raises significant concerns about dissemination of drug-resistant strains.
and the effect upon treatment options in penicillin-sensitive children. The government-recommended clinical predictive guidelines were found not to be sufficiently sensitive for the diagnosis of GABHS pharyngitis. It is our opinion that perhaps approaches that focus on the development of cheaper and more sensitive point of care diagnostic methods such as rapid antigen tests for GABHS would form a better strategy for childhood pharyngitis management in our environment where up to 70% of all childhood cardiac morbidity is attributable to RHD. This study had a high isolation rate of other non-group A streptococcal isolates which, like GABHS, also pose a risk of severe invasive disease. Therefore, in this clinical setting and given this high prevalence of bacterial pharyngitis, antibiotic use in most children presenting with pharyngitis remains a sound clinical decision.
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